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F'ood, Clothing, Guaranteed Inceme etc . )

Or, Whose Going to Do All the Wor k
')ue a tiOh '

M.P . Ot the Dena Foundation has one question which . T can't quite pinpoint, bu t

  statMent . It's referring to thc

	

ot.lyreimeaA as a structura l

oar tern for the New Age governmenC ."Since this a an area of thought and concern engaging

  considerahle individual channeling from Coswi .t: 1'0,mi:e11eas on the part.

ef numeroas individuals and light centers for quite aame time now, I'm sure that man y

of these individuals and groups will, be interested in the pattern al interpreted by the .

channel . Tt is a beautiful job, very clearly defined . and delineated in most respects .

I feel however . T do hove one basic question. to ask in regard to its actnal appliation .

to the human temperamew and condition on . earth planes at thin tie .

I notice that throughout it is stressed that. this system allows each entity " the

basic living rights : food, shelter, clothing and. health care through a. guaranteed

 anything above and beyond. that, the individual must contribut e

'talen t ' Co the cooperative hank. of these talents on an even exc:hange basis, meanwhile ,

allowing additional credlta to be generated through some abstract process by whic h

The needs of the masses are met in all areas, without: additional taxation or cost t o

anyone . Now my question at this poin1 is thio : while money or so-called 'talents' hel d

in. reserve as payment for services, can be created out of thin  

pen and  printing press, as you quite accurately aay, the services themselves

cannel he equally easily created out of thin air by printing pre a, hut are the produc t

of the a tual sweat and. blood and energies of the individuals ' ? 1t 1_llq those services cn.

a regular basis . As all of us have the ample opportunity to learn. from personal exper-

iences fa. these areas, the actual physical , mental and emotional labor be it a labo r

of love or a labor of necessity to provide  shelter  health care fo r

all the countless billions of humans now on . earth, and the ever-increasng additiona l

birth rate predicted in the next few years, is enormous .

Who is going to do all. the construction work, farming, processing, distribution etc .

of food and products necessary . to provide all this free housing, food clothing ae d

health care to which everyone is to he "entitled" in the future, whohlict or not they

feel like doing regular work of any kiad in order to personally contrihute to uhea o

basic human needs?"

Cosmic ', waronee a

Ill .> Awareness wishes to point out certain areas in torte; of economics . !Ilia ware -

ress indicates that in the... so-called capitalist society, wherein the banks create the.

money, control the economy, without accounting for their earnings ; wherein there are the

indepenCent international bankers, or the independent Federal Reserve Bank, which. is

privately oaTwd, and these organizations give their money to the othet banks scat t 'red

around the nation, and f'rom these hanks is distributed money through loaning proeo(hr e

landing and mortgaging procedures, the money gradually becomes distributed to the maesea .

This Awareness indicates that depressious or times of inflation can he regulated ,

and are regulated by the prime intcreat rate, by turning on CO . off the Ores aes whic h

print the money, and by the stimulation of econemy through projects, programs o r

national emergencies, such aa war .



This Awareness indicates that the space program stimulated the economy and created

many jobs, which allowed those employed to pay taxes and to put more money into th e

government, which (:lien put more money back into society through work programs an d

through greater defense programs, which created more jobs and allowed more entities t o

pay taxes, and these taxes again went .ba.ck into the government_ .

This Awareness indicates that the government, to finance these programs, borrows

from the hank and builds up a great national debt . This Awareness indicates that th e

bank, being privately owned, in effect is the mo .r.t:gager and the government is th e

mortgagee . That the United Stat:es lws been mortgaged to the bank, and the national deb t

is so great that it becomes impossible to make payment .

this Awareness indicates that the entire system as being bankrupt, but the bank s

themselves are unable to collect without destroying their own purpose and trite checker -

board on which they play .

This Awz reness indicates that the united States Government most continue appearin g

to be solvent: in order to save face to the rest of the world and to its own inhabitants ,

to appear to he solvent so that the game can continue .

This Awareness indicates thi as like entities who are playing Monopoly, whereby th e

money has been withdrawn from the hoard and the entities are passing about T .O .U . note s

and the game continues with T .O .U . notes, and the bank co tinues to rake in the 1,0 .U .

notes along with all of the original money which has been withdrawn .

This Awareness indicates there are many books on this subject that can explain th e

financial, system which is occurring in this nation, in great:er detail .

This Awareness indicates that the situation is such that enci .ti :., can work, tak e

upon themselves a job, and the general activity of the net : ion is such that products ca n

he made, can be produced at a faster rate than consumers demand . This as the supply

exceeds i:ihe demand . Therefore to avoid this problem, the industrialists and the producer s

are encouraged. to make products which wear out in a short time, so that the supply i s

constant and the demand is constant .

This Awareness indicates that wherein this supply becomes too great and the demand.

diminishes, that it then becomes necessary to sell the supply in other countries . Thi s

as the Open Door Policy, wherein you trade with other countries .

This Awareness indicates the action of ex-president Nixon going to China was t o
open the door with China so that trade could be carried on with that nation, to allo w

the excess supply to be distributed in those areas . This Awareness indicates the sam e
thing happened with Russia .

This Awareness indicates that the actions of having a conflict : with China an d
Russia prior to the Detente period was such that those nations and the United State s
could benelit by the appearance of a conflict . That wherein you are threatened by a
neighbor, you build up your armaments, you build up your supplies .

This Awareness indicates the Russian nation and the Chinese nation needed to hav e
an enemy in order to prod their people into working hard in order , to build up th e

supplies to lift their economic status .

This Awareness indicates that the so-called threat of annihilation from an enem y

became the motivation which prompted the peo p le to work harder and do more .

This Awareness indicates . that the action of the United States after World War T t
in giving energies to other nations to rebuild was also an action which allowed prosper-
i.ty in. titi_n nation while those goods were supplied .

Thi s Awareness indicates that wherein there is not enough of a market . For thes e
supplies . the. alternative ot this system 7.s to create some ki.rld of market . One such .
market was the Vietnamese war, which allowed the producers and manufacturers and th e
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military-industrial complex to build up many armaments, to hire people for the factories ,
and to destroy certain. accomplishments and productive places so that they could continu e
having some marketplace, namely the marketplace of the theatre of war, to sell thei r
goods .

This Awareness indicates that likewise, the space program hecame a marketplace . Tha t
these various programs create more jobs .

This Awareness wishes entities to look very closely et the absurdity of this entir e
system . This Awareness wishes you to look very closely and ask yourself : Is all this
work, the sweat, blood and tears, is all this necessary just to keep a money syste m
going ?

This Awareness indicates that there has been. vast amounts of sweat, blood and tear s
which have gone into the production of war materials, There have been mountains o f
paperwork, hours of study, eyes burnt out from intensive study and paper-pushing, fo r
what? for food, shelter, and CLOTHING ?

This Awareness indicates the food, shelter and clothing as being a very small cos t
in relation to the absurd waste which has occurred upon . this plane ,

this Awareness indicates that wherein children play, wherein children izet together
and have the opportunity to build a tree house, they do not a .sk who is going to pa y
for this? who is going to pay my labor for helping my friends build a tree .house? The y
simply get together and build the tree house .

This Awareness indicates that wherein entities begin to move right into the baste s
of living, the basic necessities, it becomes clear that many entities will he willin g
to give assistance, to help each other to build homes, to build roads, to make thei r
wagons, their cars, their furnishings, simply because they enjoy doing something fo r
others, but with the added reward of being paid for something that bears their name ,
their handiwork . This, then, becomes even greater incentive .

This Awareness indicates that the majority of people who do not wish to work i n
this present society, do not wish to work because they are either relegated to thos e
types of jobs which are unsuitable for human behavior, or they are pushed into job s
which they do not see as being worthy and meaningful in the life of a society, an d
would prefer not even to have anything than to contribute to a society which give s
its people the shaft' .

This Awareness indicates that in the Unified States of Awareness there is n o
military . There ere no policemen . There is no great bureaucracy of paperwork . There
are to be those areas where entities can choose what they wish to do, move into tha t
position, because they enjoy that kind of work . This Awareness indicates there ar c
certain people who, more than. anything else, like to dig holes, ~here are other peopl e
who, more than anything else, like to tal .lc on. the telephone . There are other people who ,
more than. anything else, like to file books .

:his Awareness indicates that in the Unified States of Awareness there shall be
those opportunities whereby entities havethe chant to do those jobs wh'i ch they enjo y

. doing, or be trained to do those lobs which they enjoy doing .

Phis Awareness indicates that when you enjoy doing a lob, you may do this withou t
the feeling of working by the sweat of the brow .

'his Awareness indicates that those entities working in those jobs which ar e
clearly defined and do not duplicate other jobs, or compete with other companies o r
other jobs, those kinds of organizations which are cooperative in nature can becom e
so much more efficient in their output that the number of hours required to do th e
same thing is greatly lessened, and the energies expended require fewer persons .
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" This Awareness indicates that there will be sufficient numbers of people ,

sufficient energy, to raise the food, to make the clothing and to build the shelte r

for many .

This Awareness indicates that in 1950 it took four times as much time to rais e

the food on the farm as it does now . This Awareness indicates that one-fourth of the
time is required at present time to raise the same food as was required in 1950 .
That technology and proper use of supply, with the elimination of those marketplace s

such as the theatre of war, and. the wasted energies, this shall allow entities muc h

leisure and time to live and communicate, and to be free, rather than to live a

life of slavery under a job which supplies them merely the trappings of a living ,

which prevents starvation in order that they may work .

This Awareness wishes you to consider other worlds, to consider the Kingdom o f

Heaven, to consider other planets and other systems, and ask yourself :

Is thie tha best possible world, or is there something else out there ?

Is the Kingdom of Heaven capable of guaranteeing food, shelter and clothing ,
or is this some kind of universal fallacy whereby every entity within the Univers e

must work by the sweat of his brow ?

This Awareness suggests you look to the billies of the field and see ho w

they toil not .

SOME MISCELLANEOUS CLOSINGMESSAGE S
~ "FROM RECENT READINGS

This Awareness wishes entities to lift their eyes toward that shaft of ligh t
which shines forth upon this plane, which comes from that window which is calle d

the future ; for the fut.-are is now . (9/21/77)
laseasaa

This Awareness suggests that during these times of change, where values are i n
turmoil, there is one word which entities may hold, which may keep them afloat :

That word is "patience" .

	

(5/19/77 )

This Awareness suggests that entities at this time, in the Awareness Movement, ma y
begin taking great stridges forward on all levels b- ignoring or minimizing that which
is negative and focusing and pointing toward that which is positive . This Awarenes s
suggests that it is not necessary to be hostile toward. evil in order to be good, tha t
it is not reces ary to he -" down on" the enemy in order to be in favor of your group .
This Awareness suggests that entities look at what is, and if a negative is seen, look
and speak of that negative quickly, then move on to the positive and dwell thereon .
(8/17/77 )

This Awareness wishes entities to look carefully at the changes which have occurred
during the past 4 or 5 years . This Awareness indicates that the land in which you live ,
the atmosphere of the political system as that which has tipped the scale, tipped th e
balance of power from the few to the many . This Awareness indicates that this- as bein g
somewhat subtle, not clearly and dramatically seen ; but this Awa,reness wishes you t o
notice carefully the effects of certain changes in terms of concepts relating unto powe r
and control, relating unto people's rights, relating unto the human rights movement
which is beginning  emerge in consciousness and shall grow ever stronger with each
passing day . This Awareness suggests you are witnessing the rising of the Golden Rays o f
the New Age . These rays which carry warmth of love and the totality of mercy  spring
forth their blessings upon  plane, and you and yours shall find peace, harmony ,
beauty, and joy growing abundantly in your gardens . (5/18/77)

*ED ' S NOTE : we would recommend among these books, the works of Harry Browne . (How I Found
F'reedom in an Unfree World) . Also " How you Can Profit prom the Ccming Devaluation" . Avon
paperbacks . Available in bookstores and newstands .

1 Revelations of Awareness is a cosmic newsletter published by Ciao& Aeaa aness Communications .
1 P .O . Box 115, Olympia, Washington 9850!. Rates and membership information available upon, request .
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